THE DESTINY OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
UNIVERSE OF EXPERIMENTATION
The Master Universe Level of Creation is not to
be finalized until the Ages of the Absolute, the
Ultimate, and the Supreme are completed.
The Master Universe is designed to serve, in the
far distant future, as the great central nucleus
that will support the expansion of the Micro
Master Universes into the primary pattern of
the stupendous Macro Master Universe.

MASTER UNIVERSE AGES

OUTER SPACE ZONES

Cross Section View
(not to scale)

The Master Universe is being designed so that future universe ages can make infinity
partially comprehensible to the creatures of past universe creation dating from the
Age of Experience. The Age of Experience of the Supreme has already completed
only about 1/5th of its total work. It will be very far into the future before we
can even approach the reality of the Destiny of the Master Universe.
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OSZ - Outer Space Zones
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THE DOME
NOTE: Due to lack of space on this and several other
diagrams, the completed OSZ 5 is only partially shown.
For a more complete representation of this spherical
Dome refer to the diagram:
MIND CIRCUITS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE.
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The Master Universe Age of the Supreme

The age of evolutionary experience of the
Supreme has so far only completed about
one fifth (1/5th) of its total work.

The Superuniverse Zone
OSZ 5

AGE OF THE SUPREME
Evolutionary motion through time and space is
the primary expression of God the Supreme.
The Supreme synthesizes the relationship
between matter and spirit in order to control
spirit and matter with time and motion.
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NOTE: For clarity the upper Rods of Absolutum are not shown in this diagram. Refer to the diagrams: Master Universe - Space Respiration, and Details
Lower Rod of Absolutum

The shape of the Dome is not defined by the Absolutes
themselves, but by the Universal Father, in anticipation
of the next and subsequent phases of His Infinite
creation, beyond the completed Master Universe to the
creation of the Micro Master Universes, and eventually
culminating in the completion of the first Macro Master
Universe, and those to follow.

The Master Universe Age of the Ultimate
The Four Outer Space Zones
AGE OF THE ULTIMATE
Remotion, as time and space transcendence,
is the primary expression of God the Ultimate.
Linear sequencing can be transcended.
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Remotion is the act of taking back and reissuing
conditions until they reach synchrony with the
will of Paradise Deity.
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Now the idea of existence takes on totally new meanings,
some of which are discussed in these diagrams:
- MIND CIRCUITS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
- BEYOND THE MASTER UNIVERSE
- PARADISE PATTERNS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE

AGE OF THE ABSOLUTE

The Supreme has pre-conditioned all reality as
it relates to the Four Outer Space Zones, and
only after God the Ultimate shares these
Supreme concepts and retools them into
eventuated reality, does the time-space stream
relinquish its control.

The Master Universe Age of the Absolute
The Fifth Outer Space Zone - the Absolute Area
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The Fifth Outer Space Zone and Non-Space
Extension is in reality an extension of Havona
Space Level subdivided into thirty-three inside
levels of absolute integration.

ISLE OF PARADISE

All of the other outer space zones have linear gravity
control inherent in their creation, but OSZ 5 is without
gravity bodies inside of it (although there are gravity
bodies on its inner perimeter, courtesy of OSZ 4, that
conditions the preceding areas of the Master
Universe design).
Size becomes almost irrelevant in the new paradigm
of the completed Master Universe. What becomes
important is its creative purpose as it extends beyond
its borders and into the next phase of the primary
Paradise Pattern defining the Macro Master Universe.

Lower Rod of Absolutum

Time and space presently don't exist very far
after the Fourth Outer Space Zone, making
OSZ 5 a reality in eternity.

The gravity bodies in OSZ 4 will become much larger
and be repositioned to become the new gravity
center of the completed Master Universe. The purpose
of this new gravity system will be to serve the new
Micro Master Universes that will populate the primary
Paradise Pattern of the Macro Master Universe, while
the Central Isle of Paradise will continue to function as
the gravity center for the completed Master Universe.
The Dome of absolute definitions of experiential
creation will encapsulate the three Absolutes of
creative and purposive reality. The extension of an
absolute zone over the Master Universe will recognize
the fullness of the completed creation.

Central Continuum

The finalized values of the Supreme are the
Ultimate’s starting points to produce totally
new concepts subject to integration toward
God the Absolute.
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Where distance was once a great obstacle in the
Master Universe, and universes became isolated in
their developments, the completed Master Universe
now has no obstacles to the prevailing conditional
existence of life in the time-space and transcended
time-space universes.
The completed Master Universe now becomes an
extension of Paradise to form a Mega Paradise to serve
as the perfected Central Isle for the Macro Master
Universe pattern.

Lower Rod of Absolutum

THE QUATRAIN UNIVERSES

The Master Universe Age of the Absolute of Infinity
The Fifth Outer Space Zone wraps around the Master Universe

AGE OF THE ABSOLUTE OF INFINITY
In many ways the Master Universe will now
be conceived as beginning with the Absolute
Area (now called the Fifth Outer Space Zone
and Non-Space Extension), and by gradations,
moves outward toward the old development
of the Supreme in the old Superuniverses.
It appears to the mortal mind that the Master
Universe has turned itself inside out (mirroring)
to become a final expression of the plan by the
Universal Father, the Infinite Spirit, and the
Master Architects to return the normal
progression backwards from present day
observations to the finality of adjustments
needed to make the Master Universe a finality
of choices made by the Supreme and the
Ultimate and God the Absolute to move inward
to the Father Infinite.
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Once the primary evolutionary and transcendental goals of the Master Universe are
fulfilled, the next step will usher in the creation of special galaxies on the far outer
edge of the Master Universe. These galaxies will begin forming when the Rod of
Absolutum gets released from its central source and begins emptying out its supply
of Absolutum and Ultimatum to be used for Absolutum and Quatrain galaxy creation.

Little is known of the nature of these special galaxies
but of their future purpose, it can be said that they
are to become the final and perfect finishing schools
for the new experiential Functional Absolutes, where
entire Micro Master Universe administrations will
be trained within this original Master Universe for
service in the Micro Master Universe building
adventures. These Functional Absolutes become
ONE yet will be made up of MANY personalities.

The Master Universe Age of the Infinite
The Fifth Outer Space Zone has completed
its wrap around the Master Universe
in the far distant future
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The Quatrain Universes are unique to the Master
Universe and are designated as super-Ultimate and
Absolute creations based on the physical matter types
known as Absolutum and Ultimatum. How did this
Paradise specific matter reach the outer limits of the
Master Universe? It was originally used to build the
Rods of Absolutum, and once these rods are no longer
required, they are released from their anchor points
close to Paradise, and they get recycled into these
specialized perfect galaxies, in the nature of Havona
as depicted in the diagram by the red Ultimatum
galaxies and in the nature of Paradise as depicted by
the green Absolutum galaxies.
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The Absolutum galaxies will also serve as staging and
launch areas for the release of the newly formed Micro
I AMs as they prepare and depart for their great
adventure of building new Micro Master Universes to
fill the stupendous Macro Master Universe pattern.
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